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Abstract
We discuss the choice of bunch length and crossing angle near the
beam-beam limit in a storage-ring collider. First, we derive expressions
for the tune shifts of either bunched or continuous round beams which
are induced by a single collision with arbitrary crossing angle and bunch
length, and for the associated luminosities. Then, considering two col-
lision points with alternating planes of crossing, we demonstrate that, if
the total beam-beam tune shift is held constant, the collider luminosity
increases as a function of bunch length and crossing angle. This implies
a corresponding increase in the bunch intensity. As an illustration, we




Beam-beam tune shifts [1, 2] and luminosity [3] for coasting beams colliding under
a small crossing angle have been derived in the early days of the CERN Intersecting
Storage Rings. Most of the analyses at that time considered round beams, but in-
cluded the variation of the beta functions around the collision point. The luminosity
for the collision of beams of finite length with zero crossing angle was computed dur-
ing the same period at SLAC [4], and, including a nonzero crossing angle, at LBL [5].
Luminosity formulae for a variety of cases were compiled in Ref. [6]. A compact ex-
pression for zero crossing angle can be found in Ref. [7]. The report by B. Montague
[2] extended the treatment of the beam-beam tune shift also to flat beams and nonzero
dispersion. The effect of a finite bunch length on the beam-beam interaction of round
beams was studied by S. Krishnagopal and R. Siemann in Ref. [8]. They found that
due to the finite bunch length the Fourier coefficients in the beam-beam Hamiltonian
are suppressed by a Gaussian form factor. During the design of the B factories, it was
pointed out by K. Hirata that a large crossing angle can be beneficial for the collision
of bunched electron-positron beams [9]. Even more recently, the collision of long pro-
ton ‘superbunches’ (much longer than    ) with a large crossing angle was suggested
as a means to attain higher luminosity in future hadron colliders [10].
In this paper, we first derive a general expression for the tune shift of round beams
of arbitrary bunch length colliding under an arbitrary crossing angle in a single colli-
sion point. In the limit of small crossing angles and for coasting beams, the formula
obtained reproduces the earlier results [1, 2]. We then present an expression for the to-
tal beam-beam tune shift for a colliding-beam storage ring with two interaction points
(IPs) in which the (round) beams are crossed horizontally and vertically, respectively.
We next derive expressions for the luminosity, again considering an arbitrary bunch
length and crossing angle. Comparing the parameter dependence of the total tune shift
with that for the luminosity, we conclude that, if a collider operates near the beam-
beam limit, the luminosity can be raised by a simultaneous increase in the product of
crossing angle and bunch length, and in the bunch intensity (see Eqs. (21) and (29)),
while it is independent of the emittance. In the appendix, we describe a recipe for com-
puting the tune shift for a particle at an arbitary betatron amplitude and the associated
tune footprint in the tune diagram, for both bunched and continuous beams. Although
we do not explicitly consider parasitic beam-beam encounters (for bunched beams),
their effect could be computed as well using the formalism presented here.
We illustrate our discussion by numerical examples for possible upgrade scenarios
of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [11], presently under construction at CERN, and
for the Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC) [12], proposed in the US.
In the following, we use the coordinate system depicted in Fig. 1. The coordinates
with asterisk refer to the frame aligned in the direction of the ‘strong’ beam, those
without asterisk to the reference frame of the ‘weak’ beam, for which the tune shift
is to be calculated. Throughout this paper, we consider ultrarelativistic beams whose










Figure 1: Schematic of coordinate system for two beams colliding under a crossing
angle  . The 

coordinate with asterisk is aligned with the axis of the ‘strong’ beam,
but points opposite to its direction of motion. The  coordinate without asterisk refers
to the frame of the ‘weak’ beam for which the tune shift is to be calculated. The two
frames are related via a rotation in the  	 plane by the angle  . The vertical (
 ) axis
is perpendicular to the plane drawn and identical in the two coordinate systems.
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2 Tune Shift for a Single Interaction of Two Round Beams
We first study the case of continuous beams. Without crossing angle, the coordinate
frames aligned with the two beams are identical. In this case, and for a round proton
beam with Gaussian distribution in the radial direction, the force, e.g., in the strong-






























































are the horizontal and vertical coordinates with
respect to the beam center,  denotes the line density of the strong beam in units of
m $&% ,

the classical proton radius (for other particle species of mass ' and charge ( ,










  is the transverse rms beam size, which varies with the longitudinal position  .
If the colliding beams were flat instead of round, Eqs. (1) and (2) would need to be
replaced by more complicated expressions involving the complex error functions and
the two rms transverse beam sizes [13]. This would add considerable complexity to the
calculation and, more importantly, it would prevent a simplification and cancellation
between the two planes which appears essential to our scheme of raising the luminos-
ity. In the following, we will consider only the collision of round beams, which is
described by Eqs. (1) and (2).
In the case with crossing angle, say in the horizontal plane, we must apply a coor-













Figure 1 shows a schematic of the two coordinate systems. The associated transforma-











































































































and abbreviate the trigonometric expressions as P 3,5N6 and Q 6;:=<R . The coeffi-
cient O of Eq. (10) is positive if the two colliding beams have equal sign of charge, as
in the LHC. Otherwise the value of  should be chosen with a negative sign.
Using Eqs. (1), (2), (8), and (9), we can now write the acceleration of a particle in



























































The tune shift is obtained by integrating the transverse derivative of the force times
















































where we assume that the beams are separated or shielded from each other at distances
larger than ^
*
ﬀ from the interaction point.






















































































 denotes the beta function at the collision point (no quadrupole
magnets over the length of the beam-beam interaction), we obtain the final expressions
for the tune shift of two round coasting beams, or long ‘superbunches’, colliding under





















































































































 using the geometric
transverse emittance - (taken to be equal in the horizontal and vertical plane) and the
corresponding normalized emittance -ed , and, for a long ‘superbunch’ of total length ^gf








For   the formulae (13) agree with those quoted by E. Keil in Ref. [3]. If




almost cancels the full expression for
W
(
 , apart from a factor ﬂ 3@576ML . For small









. This cancellation between the terms describing the
horizontal and vertical tune shift, respectively, has an analogue in the first order com-
pensation of the linear tune shifts from (parasitic) long-range collisions for bunched
beams, which occurs if at two (or more) interaction points the two beams are crossed
alternatingly in the horizontal and vertical plane [14, 15].
As an aside, in the case of flat-beam collisions it is difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve a similar cancellation between two collision points, since, in general, the
emittances, beta functions, and beam sizes are different in the two planes, and, in
addition, the latter two vary differently with the longitudinal position  . For a related
reason, the tune shifts of bunched flat beams which arise from long-range collisions
differ by a factor w  - 
*
-
 in the horizontal and vertical plane [16]. Therefore, the
long-range tune shifts of flat beams cannot be compensated by alternating the plane of
the beam crossing.
The expression for the tune shift in the case of bunched beams of Gaussian profile
is similar to the previous result. However, we must take into account that the density




































































































































































	 . The other dif-
ference to the coasting-beam case is that the field of the opposing beam is encountered











































































































































 for the Gaussian
bunch, and ﬁ  ﬁﬃﬂ   . Again we observe the cancellation, up to a residual term pro-
portional to ﬂ  3,5768 , of the first term in the expression for
W
(






The effect of parasitic long-range encounters on the tune shift could be taken into
account, by including the corresponding bunches in the form factor
{
ﬂ
  , so as to
represent a series of bunches encountered at different longitudinal positions.
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3 Tune Shift for Two Alternating Crossings of Two Round Beams
If there are two interaction points in the ring, and the beams cross one time under
a horizontal crossing angle  , and the other time under a vertical angle  , the total
tune shift
W

































































































































































+ denotes the error function. The analagous expression
















































































The integral can again be expressed in terms of error functions, but the result is more
complex and we omit it here.
As an example, we consider the case of Gaussian bunches, with a small crossing
angle (so that 3@5768  , 6;:=<A  ), and with a bunch length that is much shorter than
the IP beta function
 
, but much larger than ﬁ












































  , the bunch




; , which is
known as the Piwinski parameter. Indeed, the limiting case, Eq. (20), agrees with the

































































































In the same limit, the formula for the luminosity (see Eq. (30) below) shows exactly the
same dependence on emittance, bunch length, and crossing angle. Thus, for a constant




, with an implied simultaneous increase of bunch length or
crossing angle.
4 Luminosity for Continuous and Bunched Beams









of interest, where ^j£;¤} denotes the effective length of the detector.
The luminosity is computed by convolving the two 3-dimensional distribution
functions for the two colliding bunches or beams, §
%



































































 in front of the integral arises from the relative velocity of the two



































1U3,5768 . We here ignore the contribution to the relative velocity
arising from the angular spread of the beam, which results in a negligible correction
[5].
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Consider first the case of round Gaussian bunches, for which §
%


















































. After integrating over 




































































































































































Further considering the case of Gaussian bunches with an rms bunch length much
shorter than the IP beta function (negligible hourglass effect) and the detector length,














































The luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle is the same as that for the
beam-beam tune shift in Eq. (20). We can thus use Eq. (20) to re-express the equation




























































which shows that with constant beam-beam tune shift
W
(b the luminosity increases
for larger crossing angles and longer bunches. The constant beam-beam tune shift
implies, e.g., that the bunch population is increased simultaneously, in proportion to
the luminosity.
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Long-range parasitic collisions may reduce the dynamic aperture and can also en-
hance the tune footprint at large betatron amplitudes. The complete tune footprint




  of Eq. (19). The strength of the long-range force increases for
larger bunch populations, but it is reduced for a larger crossing angle. Therefore, if
the parasitic collisions have a serious impact, for the luminosity optimization it might
be advantageous to increase the crossing angle rather than the bunch length. More
specifically, in order to ensure that the long-range effects are not aggravated, the cross-
ing angle should be increased at least in proportion to the square root of the bunch
population.




























































where, in the second line, we have expressed the luminosity in terms of the total beam-
beam tune shift from two collision points, Eq. (21). Equation (29) shows that the
luminosity at constant beam-beam tune shift
W
(b is independent of the emittance
and increases linearly with the bunch intensity.









-d (but still fulfilling all the previous conditions), the

















































which can be compared with the expression for the tune shift in Eq. (22).
For a superbunch, the calculation proceeds analogously, except that the density §¡¶












































 ), the result after integration of the luminosity expression, Eq. (23), over 
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5 Examples: LHC Upgrade and VLHC
The nominal LHC parameters [11] assume an rms bunch length ﬁ z of 7.7 cm, a cross-




  of ´Á À m. According
to our above calculation we expect that the luminosity can be increased by increasing
either the crossing angle or the bunch length, if we maintain a constant beam-beam
tune shift by raising the bunch intensity.
We can compute the relative increase in luminosity
¨
and bunch population h>f
as a function of the product ﬁ z  either using the approximations of Eqs. (20) and
(28), which predict exactly the same dependence on ﬁ z and  for both hRf and ¨ , or
we can alternatively evaluate the more accurate Eqs. (19) and (25), varying either the
bunch length or the crossing angle, and always keeping the total beam-beam tune shift
constant.
The result is shown in Fig. 2. Increasing the product ﬂ0ﬁ z  by a factor of ten yields
an increase in the bunch population and in the luminosity by more than a factor of 5.
The analogous calculation can be applied to the Very Large Hadron Collider (VLHC)





µ7µ7ﬀ for each of two collision points. It is unlikely to limit the machine
performance. The situation is different in the second stage of the VLHC, where the
emittances will rapidly shrink due to radiation damping, and where a beam-beam tune
shift of the order of 0.008 per IP may be reached after a few hours of collisions. We
estimate that in the VLHC-II a quasi-stationary equilibrium between intra-beam scat-
tering and radiation damping is reached when the rms transverse beam sizes at the
collision point and the rms bunch length have decreased to about 0.7 À m and 1.5 cm,
respectively [20, 21]. Taking these numbers as the nominal values, and also assuming
the VLHC design crossing angle of 10 À rad, we then compute the curves displayed
in Fig. 3. Since the initial product of bunch length and crossing angle divided by the
transverse rms beam size is smaller than for the LHC, a larger increase in bunch length
or crossing angle is required, in order to obtain the same increase in luminosity. The
nominal VLHC-II bunch population is small, only about hRf ÃB®Ä  µ,Å , and, hence,
it can conceivably be raised, in proportion to the luminosity (vertical axis in the plot)
so as to follow the curve in Fig. 3. Note that a longer bunch length also reduces the
intra-beam scattering, an effect which has not been included in Fig. 3.
From our discussion it is clear that bunch length and crossing angle are important
beam parameters whose control and adjustment during the store will not only render
the operation of a future colliders much more flexible, but may also substantially in-
crease the integrated luminosity.
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Figure 2: Relative increase in LHC luminosity as a function of the relative increase
of the product of rms bunch length and crossing angle, ﬂ}ﬁ z L , starting from a nominal
bunch length ﬁ z  ÃB®Ã cm and crossing angle  ÇÆ µ7µ À rad [11], and maintaining a
constant total beam-beam tune shift for two collisions with alternating crossing. The
transverse rms beam size is ﬁ

È@Á





B®Ä m. The subindex ‘0’ refers to the nominal initial parameters listed above.
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Figure 3: Relative increase in VLHC-II luminosity as a function of the relative in-
crease of the product of rms bunch length and crossing angle, ﬁ z  , starting from the
quasi-equilibrium state between radiation damping and intra-beam scattering [20, 21]





 m, and   µ À rad, — assuming that ﬁ

remains unchanged, and maintain-
ing a constant total beam-beam tune shift for two collisions with alternating crossing.
The subindex ‘0’ refers to the initial parameters listed above.
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6 Conclusion
In this report, we have derived general analytical expressions for the beam-beam tune
shift of round Gaussian bunches or superbunches of arbitrary length colliding under
an arbitrary crossing angle and for the associated luminosities. The tune-shift formu-
lae are strictly valid in the ultrarelativistic limit where the electro-magnetic field is
perpendicular to the direction of the beam propagation.
The expressions which we have obtained suggest that the luminosity of a collider
can be raised by simultaneously increasing the bunch population and the product of
bunch length and crossing angle, while maintaining a constant beam-beam tune shift.
The increase in the crossing angle or bunch length differs from the conventional design
approach.
We have illustrated our recipe by numerical examples for a possible LHC upgrade
and for the VLHC, indicating potential gains in luminosity by a factor of 5.
The corresponding formulae for the collision of flat beams would be more com-
plicated than the round-beam equations presented in this report. For flat beams the
total tune shifts are not significantly reduced by employing two collisions points with
alternating crossing, and, in particular, the expressions for the total tune shifts do not
simplify in the same way as in the case of round beams. As a consequence, for flat
beams the potential luminosity gains from increasing the crossing angle or the bunch
length are likely to be smaller than those for round beams.
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A Tune Shift with Amplitude
An alternative, more general approach of computing the beam-beam tune shift, includ-
ing its dependence on the transverse amplitude, starts from the beam-beam potential
in action-angle variables. In first-order perturbation theory, the effective potential de-
terming the tune shifts can be computed by integrating the local beam-beam potential
over the longitudinal coordinate  . The local potential itself is obtained by integrating
the beam-beam force in radial direction.
Specifically, considering a particle with arbitrary longitudinal position, i.e., which












































































































	y was defined in Eq. (15), whereas for a superbunch x ﬂ 
!
	y 
 . We have normalized the potential Ê such that the azimuthal angle around the storage
ring would be the associated time coordinate.
The tune shifts are now obtained by differentiating the effective potential Ê with





































































































































Typical tune footprints obtained by solving Eq. (34) numerically for a possible
LHC upgrade using superbunches are shown in Fig. 4. In order to compute the tune
shift of a particle at the head or tail of a superbunch, e.g., a particle which experiences
the field of the other beam only between ^
*
ﬀ
and vÖØ×Ù ¥ ^
*
ﬀ
, the upper limits of
integration in Eqs. (36) and (37) must be adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 4: Tune footprints for superbunches colliding under two different crossing an-
gles:    µNµ À rad (blue circles) and  Ú mrad (red squares), and betatron ampli-












Ä m, total interaction length per IP ^   µ m.
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< s qt<t3vutB (39)
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